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The New Weapons of the World Encyclopedia
This encyclopedia is both a reference work and visual display, explaining the
development of arms and showing the individual specifications of modern
weapons. Grouped according to country of origin, each gun's features are listed, as
are the military, political and technological context in which each gun was
developed.

Rules Of The Game
A beautifully illustrated set of encyclopedias covering pistols, revolvers, machine
and submachine guns through history.

International Encyclopedia of Men and Masculinities
This comparative religion book contains a startling perspective of the extraordinary
history of the Egyptian religion and its profound influence upon the later Christian
faith. The text demonstrates that the popular god Horus and Jesus possessed many
characteristics and attributes in common.

The Gun
The International Encyclopedia of Men and Masculinities offers a comprehensive
guide to the current state of scholarship about men, masculinities, and gender
around the world. The Encyclopedia's coverage is comprehensive across three
dimensions: areas of personal and social life, academic disciplines, and cultural
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and historical contexts and formations. The Encyclopedia: examines every area of
men's personal and social lives as shaped by gender covers masculinity politics,
the men's groups and movements that have tried to change men's roles presents
entries on working with particular groups of boys or men, from male patients to
men in prison incorporates cross-disciplinary perspectives on and examinations of
men, gender and gender relations gives comprehensive coverage of diverse
cultural and historical formations of masculinity and the bodies of scholarship that
have documented them. The Encyclopedia of Men and Masculinities is composed of
over 350 free-standing entries written from their individual perspectives by
eminent scholars in their fields. Entries are organized alphabetically for general
ease of access but also listed thematically at the front of the encyclopedia, for the
convenience of readers with specific areas of interest.

Firearms: An Illustrated History
With the guidance of top gunsmith Patrick Sweeney, beginners, as well as serious
enthusiasts, are able to diagnose handgun problems--for once they're the experts,
deciding whether to do their own work or leave it up to the professionals. Profusely
illustrated step-by-step instructions are presented for do-it-yourself minor repairs
and major upgrades, from the how-tos of diagnosing malfunctions in both revolver
and semi-automatic pistols to what corrective steps can be taken to solve them.
Sweeney provides a complete look at repairs and upgrades: setting up an efficient
and organized workplace, what gunsmithing tools are needed to complete projects,
and a thorough series of mini-projects--teaching professional tool-use techniques.
Plus, there are chapters on cleaning, polishing and minor repairs, welding and
metal joining, recoil reduction, and refinishing. And new to this edition,
gunsmithing tips are included for polymer-framed pistols.

The Encyclopedia of Weapons
Bite the bullet and read this book! From primitive polearms to futuristic machine
guns, small arms pack big power. An American symbol of freedom, it is nearly
impossible to resist the allure of these feats of mechanical genius. Almost as
amazing as their power is their variety: slings and maces, pistols from wheel locks
to flintlocks to today's semiautomatics, Colt revolvers, Remington and Winchester
rifles, weapons of espionage, and many more. The Illustrated Encyclopedia of
Small Arms details more than 1,000 weapons, complete with full-color
photographs. Featuring arms from around the world and across history, this
stunning guide highlights the intricacies that make each variety unique, tying in
historical anecdotes as well as the history of certain brands. Whether reading
about the inspiration for Samuel L. Colt’s revolvers, or the lozenge-case gun used
by Italian spies during World War II, arms enthusiasts will delight in the details.
Even better are the photographs, many of which are published here for the first
time. A companion to the best-selling Illustrated Encyclopedia of Weaponry, The
Illustrated Encyclopedia of Small Arms is an excellent resource for gun collectors
and admirers alike.

The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Handguns
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A one-volume encyclopedia designed for everyday family use, particularly to meet
the needs of high school students.

Gas, Air, and Spring Guns of the World
Defines gun and shooting terms. Includes appendix and index.

New International Encyclopedia
Published in conjunction with the Smithsonian Institution, Firearms: An Illustrated
History charts the evolution of the gun, from the pistol and rifle to the machine gun
and revolver. DK's trademark beautifully photographed catalogs of firearms and
stunning close-up details of key weapons combine in this lavish history of the gun,
tracing its development from early flintlocks and muskets to modern-day military
guns.

The Illustrated Directory of Guns
A comprehensive history and visual directory to more than 500 sharp-edged
weapons and blades from around the world, with over 600 stunning colour
photographs

Shooter's Bible, 110th Edition
"The illustrated introduction to firearms from an experienced instructor"--P. [4] of
cover.

The Illustrated Encyclopedia Of Pistols, Revolvers and
Submachine Guns
Written by more than 100 international scholars and experts, this encyclopedia
chronicles the individuals, equipment, and drama of nearly a century of aerial
combat.

The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Weapons of World War I
An Unparalled Guide To The World's Most IMPORTANT -- Rifles And Machine Guns,
From The Medieval Period To The Present Day. This encyclopedia is an
authoritative reference work with two stunning directories. It explains the
development of rifles and machine guns through the centuries, and shows the
capabilities and individual specifications of modern weapons. Also featured is a
chronological account of arms development. A comprehensive list of
manufacturers, a glossary and an index complete this easy-to-use encyclopedia.

The Encyclopedia of World Military Weapons
This book offers a history and directory of machine guns from the 19th century to
the present day, shown in 220 photographs. It is a comprehensive directory of
arms around the world, organized according to country of manufacture. It features
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key specifications for each weapon, including magazine capacity, barrel length and
unloaded weight. It explores the fascinating history of machine guns, from the
Gatling to the General-Purpose Machine Gun. The machine gun was developed in
response to the search for a faster rate of fire, and once its potential had been
realized, its evolution became a race of innovation. This authoritative volume
reveals the remarkable history of the machine gun, and provides a country-bycountry directory of 160 types. The features of each gun are listed, along with the
military, political and technological context in which the weapon was developed.
Details such as magazine capacity, barrel length and unloaded weight are included
for every entry. This superbly illustrated guide is essential reading for all
enthusiasts interested in gun manufacture and weapons of war.

Christ in Egypt
A visual historical reference to over 500 military, law enforcement and antique
firearms from around the world with a fascinating history of small arms from the
14th century to the present day, comprehensive directories of small arms, full
technical specifications and is illustrated with more than 550 photographs and
artworks. This book features world's most important small guns from the medieval
hand cannon and the matchlock handgun to the Luger P08 and today's FN P90 as
well as famous small arms including the Colt .45, the Browning High-Power M1935,
the Lanchester and the MP38 submachine gun. Included are specially
commissioned color photographs and artworks, including cutaway diagrams to
show internal components and gun operation. This complete guide is expertly
written by leading professionals in their field.

The Ultimate Illustrated Guide to Guns, Pistols, Revolvers and
Machine Guns
Written by a technical expert who has fired many of the guns featured, this book
includes wide and varied assemblage of weapons from each of the world’s major
manufacturing countries. The Illustrated Directory series provide readers with a
fully illustrated, comprehensive reference book packed with timelines, historical
facts, and images designed to inform and excite. At 512 pages packed with
information and photographs, this book is a necessary addition to any enthusiast's
library. Complete with full specification table with each entry including type, origin,
caliber, and size, The Illustrated Directory of Guns is the most ambitious and
lavishly illustrated history of guns for the collector and enthusiast. It shows in clear,
detailed photographs and text over 1500 guns with separate sections on Pistols,
Revolvers, Rifles, Shotguns (military and sporting), Machine Guns, and Submachine
guns. A few featured include: Remington Smith & Wesson Winchester Glock
Vickers Mauser Browning Colt Beretta And more Organized A-Z by country and
gunmaker's name, the book clearly shows the different types of gun which the
world has used to hunt, wage war, break and defend its laws, hone its
sharpshooting skills, and fire purely for the fun of it. The book also features an
introduction on each section, which gives a brief history of the development of that
particular kind of firearm.

The Illustrated World Encyclopedia of Guns
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"This set of books represents a detailed compendium of authoritative, researchbased entries that define the contemporary state of knowledge on
technology"--Provided by publisher.

Weapon
With public debate of gun violence at an all-time high, this new third edition of The
Gun Debate: An Encyclopedia of Gun Control & Gun Rights is a must-have resource
for all libraries. Over 350 entries provide in-depth coverage of both sides of the
gun debate. Updated and expanded coverage includes new entries on recent gun
laws and legislation, coverage of mass shootings and gun incidents, plus new
information from the groups who support gun rights, and those who support gun
control in the United States. Content is arranged using a balanced and unbiased
approach to this controversial issue. Easy-to-use A-Z format, with numerous crossreferences. Detailed Preface and Introduction provide the reader with a useful
background to the gun debate in America. Expanded Primary Documents Section,
including speeches, articles, and legislation surrounding the gun debate. Appendix
1: State Constitutional Gun Rights Provisions & Stand Your Ground laws. Appendix
2: Statutory and Constitutional Provisions Relating to the Purchase, Ownership, and
Use of Firearms. Appendix 3: List of Organizations. Updated Chronology, now
including key 2016 legislation and shooting incidents. Bibliography, Subject Index
& New Category Index. Available in print and ebook formats. Combining the history
of this important issue with current events and current viewpoints, this new third
edition will be an important addition to public, university and high school libraries.

Air Warfare: an International Encyclopedia: A-L
Traces the history of the AK-47 assault rifle, from its inception to its use by more
than fifty national armies around the world, to its role in modern-day Afghanistan,
discussing how the deadly weapon has helped alter world history.

The Illustrated History of Guns
The Gun Debate
For the first time in paperback, a photographic history of civilization, as seen
through the world's most deadly and fascinating firearms. The Illustrated History of
Guns is a comprehensive look at the tools of battle. To craft this book, more than
five hundred photographs of genuine specimens were specially commissioned from
the six-thousand-piece collection of the Berman Museum of World History. The
weapons featured span a period of close to four thousand years, ranging from
Ancient Greece to World War II, and from the Crusades in Europe to the US Civil
War. It features a wide array of diverse treasures, including the traveling pistols of
Confederate president Jefferson Davis, a royal Persian scimitar with 1,295 rose-cut
diamonds and rubies, and a single 11-carat emerald set in gold, first owned by
Shah Abbas I of Persia and given in tribute to Catherine the Great. The Illustrated
History of Guns also offers information on weapons innovators, including Alexander
Forsyth, Eliphalet Remington, Samuel Colt, Sergei Mosin, the Mauser brothers,
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Hiram Maxim, John Browning, Richard Gatling, John T. Thompson, John Garland,
Feodor Tokarev, Oliver Winchester, and Mikhail Kalashnikov. With unparalleled
historical perspective and background on persons significant to the development
and advancements of weapons technology or military strategy, The Illustrated
History of Guns belongs on the shelf of every history buff and firearms enthusiast.

The Illustrated World Encyclopedia of Knives, Swords, Spears &
Daggers: Through History in Over 1500 Photographs
The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Handguns presents an outstanding one-volume
reference tool for all who study or use handguns. Alexander Zhuk's meticulous
constant scale line drawings are unmatched in modern-day gun literature. Drawn
directly from the guns themselves wherever possible, they combine accurately
observed outlines with an unerring sense of solidity.

Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology
Over 2500 illustrations in full color, including 400 events, over 150 sports American
Football; Basketball; Baseball; Ice Hockey; Volleyball; Soccer; Team Handball;
Softball; Rounders; Cricket; Lacrosse; Hurling; Shinty; Synchronized Swimming;
Water Polo; Surfing; Diving; Rowing; Yacht Racing; Speed Skating; Figure Skating;
Alpine Skiing; Downhill Racing; Tobogganing; Greyhound Racing; Horse Racing;
Polo; Roller Skating; Cycle Racing; Motorcycling; Stock Car Racing; Hang Gliding;
Steeplechase; Javelin; Shot Put; Discus; High Jump; Pole Vault; Long Jump; Triple
Jump; Modern Pentathlon; Triathlon; Gymnastics; Trampolining; Weightlifting;
Boxing; Wrestling; Judo; Karate; Aikido; Fencing; Jiu Jitsu; Horseshoe Pitching;
Darts; Crossbow Archery; Rifle Shooting; Pistol Shooting; English Billiards; Snooker;
Pool; Skittles; Tenpin Bowling; Curling; Croquet; Golf; Court Handball; Squash;
Paddleball; Badminton; Lawn Tennis; Table Tennis; Jai'alai AND MANY MORE!

International Encyclopedia of Military History
Discusses battlefield tactics, weaponry, and command structure, and shows
missiles, tanks, self-propelled guns, artillery, pistols, machine guns, and rifles
currently in use by the world's armies

The Illustrated Encyclopedia of 19th Century Firearms
Profiles and provides photographs of over three hundred land, air, and naval
weapons used in World War I, including armoured vehicles, rifles, airships,
battleships, and submarines.

The World Encyclopedia
Weapon: A Visual History of Arms and Armor is an epic 4,000-year illustrated story
of weaponry. From stone axes to heavy machine-guns, swords to sniper rifles,
discover the innovative design, range, lethal function and brutal history of arms
and armor, and meet the warriors who wielded them. Weapon includes all the
important arms from the ages, covering edged weapons, clubs, projectiles and
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firearms from ancient Egyptian axes, through bows and spears of traditional
societies in Africa, Oceania and the Americas, to the machine-guns and missiles of
modern infantry forces. Key weapons from every era are presented in sharp detail
and the mechanisms that operate them are displayed and explained. Top fighting
forces, from the Greek hoplite to the Navy Seal are profiled, and the weapons they
have wielded and the tactics and fighting methods they've used are revealed.

Gun Digest 2019
Published annually for more than eighty years, the Shooter’s Bible is the most
comprehensive and sought-after reference guide for new firearms and their
specifications, as well as for thousands of guns that have been in production and
are currently on the market. Nearly every firearms manufacturer in the world is
included in this renowned compendium. The 110th edition also contains new and
existing product sections on ammunition, optics, and accessories, along with
updated handgun and rifle ballistic tables and extensive charts of currently
available bullets and projectiles for handloading. With a timely feature on the
newest products on the market, and complete with color and black-and-white
photographs featuring various makes and models of firearms and equipment, the
Shooter’s Bible is an essential authority for any beginner or experienced hunter,
firearm collector, or gun enthusiast.

The Sniper Encyclopaedia
An encyclopedic look at firearms.

The Great Book of Guns
Firearm enthusiasts and shooting sportsmen everywhere recognize Gun Digest as
the leading source for information on the latest guns and related gear. Entertaining
articles by some of the top names in gun and outdoor writing cover all categories
of rifles, handguns and shotguns. You'll find historical profiles of great guns of the
past, hunting stories about the best gun for the game, reports on the year's new
models, and shotguns for women, value-priced rifles, the ultimate single-action,
hand-loading tools, cartridges for elk, guidelines for the use of deadly force, and
many more. It's the most comprehensive collection of firearms information in print
today!

The Guns of the South
At the time of its publication, this was the first American text to deal with high
power, high precision air and gas weapons. Representative samples of every major
world manufacturer were gathered for personal testing to check the manufacturers
varying claims. Includes photographs, operational drawings, specifications, and
test results of every major world manufacturer. This professional encyclopedia is
an important addition to the library of any firearms collector, dealer, or historian.

The World Encyclopedia Of Rifles and Machine Guns
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"It is absolutely unique--without question the most fascinating Civil War novel I
have ever read." Professor James M. McPherson Pultizer Prize-winning BATTLE CRY
OF FREEDOM January 1864--General Robert E. Lee faces defeat. The Army of
Northern Virginia is ragged and ill-equpped. Gettysburg has broken the back of the
Confederacy and decimated its manpower. Then, Andries Rhoodie, a strange man
with an unplaceable accent, approaches Lee with an extraordinary offer. Rhoodie
demonstrates an amazing rifle: Its rate of fire is incredible, its lethal efficiency
breathtaking--and Rhoodie guarantees unlimited quantitites to the Confederates.
The name of the weapon is the AK-47. Selected by the Science Fiction Book Club A
Main Selection of the Military Book Club From the Paperback edition.

Gunsmithing - Pistols & Revolvers
An illustrated history of hand guns from the sixteenth century to the present day.

The World Encyclopedia of Knives, Daggers & Bayonets
Discover how fifty great firearms influenced and helped shape our world. World
history has always been interwoven with developments in firearms technology and
so is peppered with legendary guns. Since the invention of gunpowder, nations
have raced to create more useful and powerful firearms with which to protect,
conquer, and hunt. 50 Guns That Changed the World explores the most significant
firearms from the past two hundred years, from deadly weapons of war to quaint
plinking guns. Included are: Winchester Model 1873 Colt 1911 Mauser Model 98 M1
Garand Ruger 10/22 AK-47 AR-15 Benelli M2 Glock G17 Barrett 82A1 Discover the
history, design details, operation, variants, and users of each firearm, illustrated
with archival photography from the manufacturers and of the guns in action.
Firearms enthusiasts, history buffs, hunters, and shooters will all find something to
marvel at in this gorgeous full-color book. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a
broad range of books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about
shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery,
ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish
books on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting,
turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs,
and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or
a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.

50 Guns That Changed the World
The Encyclopedia of Weapons of World War II
The Sniper Encyclopaedia is an indispensable alphabetical, topic-by-topic guide to
a fascinating subject.It is intended as a companion volume to John Walter's Snipers
at War (Greenhill Books, 2017) and is another addition to the Greenhill Sniper
Library which includes a series of first-person memoirs.This is a comprehensive
work that covers virtually every aspect of sniping. The work contains personal
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details of hundreds of snipers, including world-renowned gurus such as Vasiliy
Zaytsev and Chris Kyle as well as many crack shots generally overlooked by
history. Among them are some of more than a thousand Red Army snipers, men
and a surprising number of women, who amassed sufficient kills to be awarded the
Medal for Courage and, later, the Order of Glory. Some of the best-known victims
of snipers are identified, and the veracity of some of the most popular myths is
explored.The book pays special attention to the history and development of the
many specialist sniper rifles - some more successful than others - that have served
the world’s armies since the American Wars of the nineteenth century to today’s
technology-based conflicts. Attention, too, is paid to the progress made with
ammunition—without which, of course, precision shooting would be impossible and
the development of aids and accessories, from camouflage clothing to laser
rangefinders.Finally, The Sniper Encyclopaedia examines place and specific
campaigns - the way marksman have influenced the course of the individual
battles and locations which have played a crucial part in the history of sniping,
from individual sites to sniper schools and training grounds.The book contains
authors’ biographies, a critical assessment of the many books and memoirs from
the world of the sniper, and a guide to research techniques.

The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Small Arms
This comprehensive encyclopedia of edged weapons is both an authoritative
reference work and a visual directory, explaining the development of these
weapons through the centuries, describing their capabilities and individual
specifications.

Firearms Encyclopedia
Updated to incorporate the latest armaments used in Kosovo, Afghanistan, Iraq,
and Israel, a comprehensive survey of the history of weapons traces the evolution
of arms, including specifications, from clubs to tomorrow's sophisticated
technologies, placing weapons in the context of their time. Original. 20,000 first
printing.

The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Pistols & Revolvers
The encyclopedia of weapns of world war II is the most detailed and authoritative
compendium of the weapons of mankind's greatesst conflict ever published. It is a
must for the military, enthusiast, and all those interested in World War II.

Guns 101
With its impressive breadth of coverage – both geographically and chronologically
– the International Encyclopedia of Military History is the most up-to-date and
inclusive A-Z resource on military history. From uniforms and military insignia worn
by combatants to the brilliant military leaders and tacticians who commanded
them, the campaigns and wars to the weapons and equipment used in them, this
international and multi-cultural two-volume set is an accessible resource
combining the latest scholarship in the field with a world perspective on military
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history.

The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Machine Guns
Features multiple entries on weapons divided into four segments and is further
subdivided into types of pistols, submachine guns, rifles, mortars, antitank
weapons, rocket artillery and many others. Each entry contains photographs of the
weapon as well as its history and background and detailed illustrations
demonstrating its action.
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